
Camp Descriptions  
 

  
Air & Space– Let your imagination take flight as we join Sir Isaac Newton and prepare 
for aerospace adventures with his laws of motion. Follow the history of flight from early 
balloon flights through modern rocketry. Design, build, and test fantastic flying creations 
including kites, gliders, planes, rockets, stomp rockets, drones and more. Experiment 
with the laws of physics, gravity and motion during this amazing week of hands-on fun.   
  
Boys Being Boys Camp– Spend a week celebrating being a boy! Maybe learn how to 
land an airplane in an emergency or escape from being tied up? Or fight off an alligator? 
Recall the adventures of Scott of the Antarctic, the Battle of the Somme and the 
martyrdom of St. Dennis. Learn how to palm a coin, tan a skin, tie basic knots, and, 
most charmingly, wrap a package in brown paper and string. Even learn some basic 
etiquette so you can impress like James Bond. Learn fun coin tricks, how to marble 
Paper and put to memory a few Latin phrases every boy should know. Want to learn 
how to escape quicksand, build a raft, start a survival fire, hypnotize a chicken, place a 
splint or write in invisible ink. Then this camp is for you! A fun week filled with exciting 
adventures! Boys only! 3   
  
Camp Camp – In this exciting new camp, campers learn how to camp and the basic 
camping skills you need in order to successfully camp. This includes building fires and 
pitching tents as well as experiencing classic camping activities such as singing 
campfire songs, playing camping charades and other camping games, a nature 
scavenger hunt, and telling scary stories. Campers will also learn how to make camping 
foods such as s’mores and trail mix, distinguish different animal tracks, and make 
lanterns and marshmallow shooters. Your kids will love camping at camp by the end of 
the week!   
  
Capes & Comics- This superhero creative writing and arts camp is a must this summer 
for all campers who have ever wondered what superpower you would possess if you 
were a superhero.  Delving into the world of superheroes we will uncover what they all 
have in common and explore questions like “what makes a villain?” “can a hero be a 
hero without a nemesis?” “would you use your power for good?”  Campers will create 
original superheroes and stories, learn how to story board, and begin drafting and 
illustrating their own comic book.  
  
Crazy Games- Play all sorts of indoor and outdoor wild and ‘crazy’ games.  This camp 
will keep you on your toes.   
  
 
 



 
Dance and Theatre – Dance the week away! Learn the basics or improve on your 
already developed skills in our dance camp. We will instruct in a variety of dance styles 
from contemporary to classical to line dances to party dances. Speed it up and slow it 
down — we’ll practice it all!  
Show your moves off at the end of the week for the rest of camp. Do you dream of 
being on stage? Act in an age-appropriate musical play and learn about musical theater, 
acting, signing, movement and costumes. On the last day, students will perform for the 
rest of camp.  
 
  
Disney Little’s Camp (4- and 5-year-old)- For those who love Disney… every day is a 
different theme!  Make magical memories with a week of fun activities!   
A week full of crafts, songs, and activities based on some favorite Disney movies!  
  
Galaxy Travelers (4- and 5-year-old, week 8)- Delve into the world of space.  Learn 
about the planets, build your own spaceship, travel the solar system.  
  
Gross & Fun Science– Science is fun! With lots of new experiments for 2019, we’re 
going to ponder, predict and play our way through slimy hands-on- experiments 
designed to encourage curiosity and wonder. All experiments will be either gross, fun or 
ideally both! We will guide students through this week of discovery by using our senses 
to conduct experiments with intent to cultivate a lifelong interest in science and the 
world around us.   
  
Happy Holidays! - Do you wish your favorite holidays came around more than once a 
year? This camp makes your wish come true! Celebrate a holiday a day with Christmas, 
Easter, Halloween and 4th of July. Food, history and the fun traditions of the holidays all 
in one week!  
  
Jewelry Making – Express your creativity, while learning different jewelry making 
techniques and designing and creating rings, pendants, earrings, pins, bracelets, 
necklaces and keychains.   
  
Junior Scientist (4- and 5-year-olds) - Science is fun! We’re going to ponder, predict 
and play our way through hands-on- experiments designed to encourage curiosity and 
wonder.  We will guide students through this week of discovery by using our senses to 
conduct experiments with intent to cultivate a lifelong interest in science and the world 
around us.  
  
 



Olympic Games- Be an athlete in the SPN Summer Camp Olympic games.  Try out 
many of the individual and competitive games.  Maybe even design the game you think 
should be included in the Olympics and have others compete in it.  
  
Once Upon A Time (4- and 5-year-old) – Make cool crafts, stretch your imagination 
and creativity, and play fun games as you journey with fellow campers through classic 
fairy tales! Dance with Cinderella or run around with the 3 Little Pigs as we rediscover 
these beautiful stories in all new ways.  
  
Spa Science (girls only)– There’s no limit to what you can do with this “theme!” Mix it, 
measure it, make it, try it out and take it home! You will get busy making Fizzy Bath 
Bombs, Sweet Lip Smackers, Shake ‘Em Up Bath Salts, Yummy Face Masks and more. 
Become a clever spa scientist for the week as you learn about ingredients and how to 
combine them to make fun (and fabulous!) pampering goodies. You will also get busy 
playing around with packaging and naming your concoctions in this kitchen-chemistry 
extravaganza — the end of the week will be “Spa Day,” where everyone can dress in a 
robe and slippers and sample and share what’s been made! You will go home with new 
science know-how, spa goodies, and recipe cards detailing how to make what you 
created for the week. This hands-on class will make science “real” — and fun!  
  
Superheroes Camp – A whole week of superheroes! Create your own superhero, 
superpowers and backstory. Train to use your superpowers with super stunts and test 
yourself in a supercharged obstacle course. Design your own logos and costumes, take 
on special missions, tackle obstacle courses and go on rescue missions to save other 
superheroes from villains. Uncover the beginnings of some of the best known 
superheroes while also discovering your own. Unleash your inner superhero!  
  
 
Treasure/Scavenger Hunt– Do you love challenges? If so, this is the camp for you! 
Search for hidden treasure using treasure maps, while competing with other crews 
searching for the same treasure. Who will find it first? Learn the history of famous 
pirates and treasures and how maps were coded. Also get competitive with your team in 
a series of timed scavenger hunts.   
  
Vacation Bible School- Experience the Catholic Faith brought to life with singing, skits, 
games, crafts, stories, and more.  
  
  
  
  


